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The penetration of renewables has been increasing nowadays. The traditional transformer
can no longer meet the requirements of utilities. For this reason, a power electronic
transformer (PET) is proposed as one of the promising alternatives. However, there are
coupling issues between the PET and the connected converters in the low-voltage grid. To
study the issues effectively, this article developed impedance models of the PQ node, PV
node, and PET. Based on the models, the system stability under different scenarios is
assessed by the generalized Nyquist criterion. The effects of the line impedance and
control parameters on system stability are studied. Moreover, a comprehensive parameter
sensitivity analysis was carried out to reveal the coupling mechanism between converters.
Simulations are given to validate the effectiveness of the theoretical analyses.
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INTRODUCTION

With the high penetration of renewable generation systems in the grid, the configuration of the grid
and the voltage level is increasingly complex. The traditional transformer no longer meets people’s
need (Chena et al., 2021). Due to its significant advantages, such as isolation protection and
improvement of voltage quality, the PET gradually substitutes the traditional transformer in the
distributed grid (Lu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021). However, the PET low-level side
converter will cause coupling problems with connected converters. It is necessary to analyze the
characteristics of the PET-based distributed grid.

To well study the characteristics of the PET-based distributed grid, the first step was to establish
an impedance model of converters. Basically, the small-signal modeling method is used to model the
system and is divided into two categories (Chen et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 2020): the time-domain
method based on the state-space model and the frequency-domain method based on the impedance
model. Compared with the time-domain method, the frequency-domain method can easily get the
system output impedance. Thus, the frequency-domain method has received extensive attention.
Wen et al. (2016), Wen et al. (2013), and Zou and Liserre (2020) have investigated the impedance
model of the grid-following converter by considering the phase-locked loop (PLL). Based on the
original impedance model of the grid-following converter, Zeng et al. (2020) proposed the simplified
impedance model, and it could be used to assess the system stability. Wang et al. (2018) studied the
unified impedance model of the grid-following converter under three-phase balanced and
unbalanced conditions. Cavazzana et al. (2019) studied the impedance model of the grid-
forming converter, and impedance measurement was used to verify it. Liu et al. (2022) proposed
the unified modeling method for the grid-following converter and grid-forming converter. Wang
et al. (2020) established the model among voltage, current, phase angle, and the dynamic
characteristics of parallel grid-forming converters were analyzed.
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Based on impedance models, the system stability can be
analyzed. Wen et al. (2016) investigated the influence of
control parameters in the grid-following converter when the
converter was connected to the grid. Liu et al. (2022)
investigated the stability of a radial grid that contained
different converters, and the parameter sensitivity was
proposed to analyze parameters’ influence on system stability.
Zou et al. (2021) investigated the stability of two parallel grid-
following converters. The authors mainly investigated the
coupling mechanism between two converters. Chen et al.
(2019) investigated the stability of PET under an unbalanced
load. Currently, most researchers mainly focus on the stability
when converters are connected to the grid and the stability of a
single PET. Few literature reports study the system stability when
converters are connected to PET.

To bridge this gap, this article first established impedance
models of the PQ node, PV node, and slack bus, which
correspond to the grid-following converter, grid-forming
converter, and PET, respectively, in the distributed grid. Based
on impedance models, the closed-loop poles are used to assess the
system stability. The effect of line impedance and kpv on system
stability when PET is connected to different nodes are
investigated, especially the effect of the impedance ratio R/X.
In order to analyze the coupling mechanism between the line
length and kpv, the parameter sensitivity is proposed. Finally, the
abovementioned models and theories are verified by simulations.

IMPEDANCE MODEL OF THE PET-BASED
DISTRIBUTED GRID

Impedance Model of the PQ Node
The output power of the grid-following converter is constant (Du
et al., 2021), and it is seen as a PQ node. Its typical configuration is
shown in Figure 1A. When small-signal perturbations are added
to the grid voltage, the controller d-q frame is no longer aligned

with the system d-q frame. There exists a difference between two
d-q frames. The relationship between vectors in two frames is

[ΔvcdΔvcq
] � [Δvsd + ΔθVs

q

Δvsq − ΔθVs
d
], (1)

where c represents symbols in the controller d-q frame, s
represents symbols in the system d-q frame, vd and vq
represent voltage perturbation in d frame and q frame, and Vd

and Vq represent voltage stable values in the d frame and q frame,
respectively. For clarity, uppercase letters (for example,Vd) in this
article are used to denote voltage and current stable values, and
lowercase letters (for example, vd) represent the small-signal
perturbation.

Δθ is related to PLL, which is

Δθ � GPLLΔvsq, (2)
where GPLL is the PLL closed-loop transfer function, which is as
follows (Wen et al., 2016):

GPLL � skpPLL + kiPLL
s2 + sVs

dkpPLL + Vs
dkiPLL

. (3)

By adding (2) to (1)

[ΔvcdΔvcq
] � [ 1 Vs

qGPLL

0 1 − Vs
dGPLL

][ΔvsdΔvsq
]. (4)

Then, Gv
PLL is defined as follows:

Gv
PLL � [ 1 Vs

qGPLL

0 1 − Vs
dGPLL

]. (5)

For current and converter output voltage, the similar
equations can be derived as follows:

[ΔicdΔicq
] � [ 0 GPLLI

s
q

0 −GPLLI
s
d
][ΔvsdΔvsq

] + [ΔisdΔisq
], (6)

FIGURE 1 | PQ node configuration and impedance model: (A) configuration, (B) impedance model.
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[ΔvsrdΔvsrq
] � [ΔvcrdΔvcrq

] − [ 0 GPLLV
s
rq

0 −GPLLV
s
rd
][ΔvsdΔvsq

]. (7)

Then, Gi
PLL and Gd

PLL are defined as follows:

Gi
PLL � [ 0 GPLLI

s
q

0 −GPLLI
s
d
], (8)

Gd
PLL � [ 0 GPLLV

s
rq

0 −GPLLV
s
rd
]. (9)

According to (4), (6), and (7), the small-signal model of the PQ
node is developed in Figure 1B. Solving the equations
represented by Figure 1B, the output impedance of the PQ
node is as follows:

Z � (YL + YLG
d
PLL + YLGdelGPIG

i
PLL)−1(E + YLGdelGPI), (10)

where YL represents the filter transfer function matrix, Gdel

represents time delay due to digital control and PWM, GPI

represents the PI controller in the current loop, and E
represents the second-order identity matrix. The detailed
expressions of the abovementioned transfer matrices are
shown in the Supplementary Appendix.

Impedance Model of the PV Node
The output active power and voltage amplitude are constant in
the grid-forming converter, and it is seen as a PV node. The
configuration of the PV node is shown in Figure 2A. Different

from the PQ node, the transformation phase angle is provided by
the power loop, and Δθ is related to active power.

Δθ � − ωf

sωg(Dp + Js)(s + ωf)ΔP. (11)

However,

ΔP � 3
2
(Vc

cdΔicd + Vc
cqΔicq) + 3

2
(IcdΔvccd + IcqΔvccq). (12)

Combining (11) and (12), similar small-signal equations can
be determined for voltage and current in the PV node, which
yields

[ΔvccdΔvccq
] � Gvv[Δv

s
cd

Δvscq
] + Giv[Δi

s
d

Δisq
], (13)

[ΔicdΔicq
] � Gvi[Δv

s
cd

Δvscq
] + Gii[Δi

s
d

Δisq
], (14)

[ΔicLdΔicLq
] � [ΔisLdΔisLq

] + Gvl[Δv
s
cd

Δvscq
] + Gii[Δi

s
d

Δisq
], (15)

[ΔvcrdΔvcrq
] � [ΔvsrdΔvsrq

] + Gvr[Δv
s
cd

Δvscq
] + Gir[Δi

s
d

Δisq
]. (16)

Gi (i = vv,iv . . . . . . ,ir) models the small-signal perturbation
path from system vectors to controller vectors. Figure 2B shows
the small-signal model of the PV node. Gv

Q and Gi
Q model the

small-signal perturbation path from the voltage and current to
reactive power. GLPF represents the low-pass filter transfer
function matrix. Gkq represents the reactive power drop
coefficient transfer function matrix. Gv

PI and Gi
PI represent the

PI controller in the voltage loop and current loop, respectively.YC

represents the capacitor transfer function. The detailed
expressions of the abovementioned transfer functions are
shown in the Supplementary Appendix.

The output impedance can be derived from Figure 2B,
which is

Z � {[YLGdelG
i
PIG

v
PI(GkqGLPFG

v
QGvv + GkqGLPFG

i
QGvi − Gvv)

− (YLGdelG
i
PIGvl + YLGvr + YL)] − (E + YLGdelG

i
PI)Yc}−1× {(E + YLGdelG

i
PI)

− [(YLGdelG
i
PIG

v
PI)(YLGdelG

i
PIG

v
PI(GkqGLPFG

v
QGiv + GkqGLPFG

i
QGii − Giv))

− (YLGdelG
i
PIGil + YLGir)]}.

(17)

Impedance Model of PET
Due to the existence of large capacitors in PET, the middle-
voltage side and low-voltage side can achieve decoupling. Thus,
the middle-voltage side can be equivalent to constant DC voltage.
The simplified PET configuration is shown in Figure 3A. Due to
the constant output voltage amplitude and frequency, PET is seen
as a slack bus. Different from PQ and PV nodes, the
transformation phase angle in a slack bus is constant, and two
d-q frames are aligned together, which means Δθ is zero.
According to Figure 3A, the small-signal model of a slack bus
is developed in Figure 3B. The output impedance of the slack bus
is derived from Figure 3B, which is

FIGURE 2 | PV node configuration and impedance model: (A)
configuration, (B) impedance model.
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Z � (YLGdelG
i
PIG

v
PI + YL + YC + YLGdelG

i
PIYC)−1

(E + YLGdelG
i
PI). (18)

STABILITY ANALYSIS

The configuration of the PET-based distributed network is shown
in Figure 4. ZL is the line impedance that varies with the line
length. For the PQ node, the system closed-loop transfer function
is as follows (Sun, 2011):

H(s) � G(s)
E + Zload/ZVSI

, (19)

where Zload is the load impedance, Zvsi is the node impedance,
and E is the second-order identity matrix. For the PV node,
the system closed-loop transfer function is as follows (Sun,
2011):

H(s) � G(s)
E + ZVSI/Zload

. (20)

The system stability is related to the poles of H(s). The system
is stable unless the poles of H(s) are in the left-half plane.

Stability Analysis of the PQ Node
The system parameters are given in Table 1. When PET connects
to the PQ node, the root loci with the change of the line length are
shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5A, when the R/X ratio is
smaller than 1, the root locus enters the right-half plane, and the
system becomes unstable by an increase in the line length. As
shown in Figure 5B, when the R/X ratio is larger than 1, the
phenomenon is the same as that when the R/X ratio is smaller
than 1. This is because the grid-following converter is suitable for
the strong grid. By an increase in the line length, the grid is weaker
than before, and the grid-following converter becomes unstable.

In addition to the influence of the line length, the R/X ratio
also affects system stability. In order to investigate the influence of
the R/X ratio, the stability margin is introduced and defined as the
distance between the closed-loop dominant pole and imaginary
axis. The stability margin is high if the closed-loop dominant pole
is far away from the imaginary axis. The relationship between the
R/X ratio and stability margin is shown in Figure 6. Comparing
Figure 6A and Figure 6B, the R/X ratio larger than 1 is more
beneficial for system stability in most cases which means this
system is suitable for the resistive line.

The low-voltage side converter in PET will cause coupling
problems with the connected converters, and its parameters also
affect the system stability. Figure 7 shows the influence of the
voltage loop proportional gain kpv in PET. By increase of kpv, the
system becomes unstable. This indicates that the lower value of
kpv is beneficial for the system stability.

Stability Analysis of the PV Node
When PET connects to the PV node, the root loci with the change
of the line length are shown in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8A,
when the R/X ratio is smaller than 1, the root locus enters the left-
half plane, and the system becomes stable by an increase in the
line length. As shown in Figure 8B, when the R/X ratio is larger
than 1, the phenomenon is the same as that when the R/X ratio is
smaller than 1. Under different R/X ratios, by an increase in the
line length, the root locus enters the left-half plane, and the

FIGURE 3 | PET configuration and impedance mode: (A) configuration, (B) impedance model.

FIGURE 4 | System configuration.
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system becomes stable. This is because the grid-forming
converter is suitable for the weak grid. By an increase in the
line length, the connected grid is weaker, and the grid-forming
converter is more stable.

The relationship between the R/X ratio and stability margin is
shown in Figure 9. The R/X ratio smaller than 0 shows that the
system is unstable under this circumstance. Comparing
Figure 9A and Figure 9B, the R/X ratio smaller than 1 is
more beneficial for system stability in most cases, which
means that this system is suitable for the inductive line.

Figure 10 shows the influence of kpv. By increase of kpv, the
system becomes unstable. It indicates that the larger kpv is not
beneficial for system stability.

Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, a parameter sensitivity analysis is performed,
which investigates the effects of parameter variations on
system stability and the coupling effect among parameters.
Among all the control parameters in the system, kpv and line
length are investigated. The parameter sensitivity is defined as

TABLE 1 | Conclusions.

Line length kpv

R/X ratio smaller than 1 R/X ratio larger than 1

SST + PQ Decrease is beneficial for the stability. Decrease is beneficial for the stability. Decrease is beneficial for the stability.
SST + PV Increase is beneficial for the stability. Increase is beneficial for the stability. Decrease is beneficial for the stability.
Sensitivity Small Small Large

FIGURE 5 | Root locus with the change of the line impedance (PQ node): (A) R/X ratio is smaller than 1, (B) R/X ratio is larger than 1.

FIGURE 6 | Relationship between impedance ratio and stability margin (PQ node): (A) R/X ratio is smaller than 1, (B) R/X ratio is larger than 1.
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FIGURE 7 | Root locus with the change of kpv (PQ node).

FIGURE 8 | Root locus with the change of the line impedance (PV node): (A) R/X ratio is smaller than 1, (B) R/X ratio is larger than 1.

FIGURE 9 | Relationship between impedance ratio and stability margin (PV node): (A) R/X ratio is smaller than 1, (B) R/X ratio is larger than 1.

FIGURE 10 | Root locus with the change of kpv (PV node).
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dσ/dx, where σ is the real part of the closed-loop dominant
pole, and x is kpv and line length. The parameter sensitivity
smaller than 0 represents this parameter is not conductive to
the system stability. The parameter sensitivity larger than 0
represents this parameter improves the system stability.

When PET and PQ nodes are connected, the parameter
sensitivity of kpv and line length are shown in Figure 11A and
Figure 11B, respectively. As shown in Figure 11A, a small
range of kpv will result in a large change in the system stability,
and its influence on stability varies with the line length. This
indicates that kpv plays a major impact on system stability,
and the line length will influence the effect of kpv on system
stability. Comparing Figure 11A and Figure 11B, kpv
sensitivity is larger than that of the line length, which
means it is more important to set a proper value of kpv in
designing the system.

When PET and PV nodes are connected, the parameter
sensitivity of kpv and line length are shown in Figure 11C and
Figure 11D, respectively. As shown in Figure 11D, the
parameter sensitivity is larger than 0. This corresponds
with the previous analysis. The increase in the line length
improves system stability. Comparing Figure 11C and
Figure 11D, kpv sensitivity is larger than that of the line
length.

Overall, the aforementioned conclusions are shown in
Table 1.

SIMULATION VERIFICATION

In order to validate the previous conclusions, the system stability
is assessed by MATLAB/Simulink. Simulation parameters are
shown in Table 2.

FIGURE 11 | Parameter sensitivity: (A) kpv (PQ node), (B) line length (PQ node), (C) kpv (PV node), (D) line length (PV node).

TABLE 2 | Simulation parameters.

Symbol Definition Value

PQ node kppll PLL proportional gain 18.64
kipll PLL integrational gain 169.3
kp Current loop proportional gain 16
ki Current loop integrational gain 600

PV node J Momentum of inertia 1e-4
Dp Damping factor 66
kq Drop coefficient 1e-4

PET/PV node kpv Voltage loop proportional gain 0.05
kiv Voltage loop integrational gain 250
kpi Current loop proportional gain 1
kii Current loop integrational gain 500
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When PET and PQ nodes are connected, the PET output voltage
and current with the change in the line length are shown in
Figure 12A and Figure 12B. As shown in Figure 12A, when the
R/X ratio is smaller than 1, the system becomes unstable by an
increase in the line length. As shown in Figure 12B, when the R/X
ratio is larger than 1, the system becomes unstable by an increase in
the line length. With the change in the line length, high-frequency
instability occurs. Comparing Figure 12A and Figure 12B, the
unstable harmonic frequency when the R/X ratio is smaller than 1
is larger than that when the R/X ratio is larger than 1. By increase of
kpv, the output voltage and current are shown in Figure 12C.With the
change in kpv, the system becomes unstable immediately.

When PET and PV nodes are connected, the PET output voltage
and current with the change in the line length are shown in
Figure 12D and Figure 12E. As shown in Figure 12D, when the
R/X ratio is smaller than 1, the system becomes unstable by a decrease
in the line length. As shown in Figure 12E, when the R/X ratio is
greater than 1, the system becomes unstable by a decrease in the line
length. The decrease in the line length under different R/X ratios
causes low-frequency instability. By increase of kpv, the output voltage
and current are shown in Figure 12F. With the change of kpv, the
system becomes unstable immediately. Simulation results correspond
to previous theoretical analysis.

CONCLUSION

Impedance models of the generalized PQ node, PV node, and
PET are developed in this article. Based on several impedance
models, the influence of the line impedance and PET control
parameters on system stability is discussed; in particular, the
influence of the R/X ratio on stability has been analyzed. This
indicates that the PQ node is suitable for the resistive electric
network, and the PV node is suitable for the inductive
network. The increase of kpv of the PET can compromise
system stability. Moreover, a comprehensive parameter
sensitivity is analyzed. This revealed the sensitivity of
system stability to the variation of each parameter. The
stability is more sensitive to the control parameter than
that of the system parameter.
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FIGURE 12 | Voltage and current waveforms: (A) R/X ratio is smaller than 1 (PQ node), (B) R/X ratio is larger than 1 (PQ node), (C) kpv (PQ node), (D) R/X ratio is
smaller than 1 (PV node), (E) R/X ratio is larger than 1 (PV node), (F) kpv (PV node).
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